Streamlining Management at Schools With

EduBold

Why Technology should be the Integral part of
Effective Management in School?

With ‘technology’ and ‘innovation’ sharing the space at driving seat, the world is
moving fast at a frenzy pace. Step ahead to accept the technology or sit back to abide
failure- the two valid options that one has to forcefully acknowledge in the current
scenario! While the education system has already accepted the concept of smart school,
the need for innovative reforms in the management and administrative functionality is
vital to address. The need for automated solutions in fees management, payroll
governance, accounting supervision, record maintenance, etc. calls for an instant
action!

Managing a school is not an easy cakewalk! The essential demand of
reformation in administrative methodology and management functionality should be
addressed for entertaining proper supervision in schools. It is notable that using the
primitive methods of administration is not acceptable in the fast changing world. As
technology leads our way, we need to show a constructive conscience of smart
supervision coupled with effective eco-friendly ways of management. With Edubold,
our sole motive is to provide ‘technology-driven’ solutions for all the school
management related difficulties. Edubold works as a School ERP Management system
that streamlines much of the crucial function of administration in a convenient way.

Bid Adieu to the hassle of forming management committees and allotting unwanted job
roles- switch to the smarter ways of Multi-management with Edubold!

8 Sureshot Benefits of Accepting Technology in School
Management!

Digital Stimulation for
Work Inspiration

Global Access of
Information for all

Benefits of Virtual
Manipulation in Data

Ease in Reporting and
Demonstration

Invites Effective ways
of Assessment

Ensure the Benefits of
Cloud Storage

Managing Multiple
Tasks in one platform

Abides Transparency in
Management

Apart from this, the use of technology in the form of Edubold promises several other
potent benefits for a school. As a school ERP software, Edubold promises proactive
management of dedicated staff and their respective function. Using a management system
that calls for an integrated plan of action, easy control over specific tasks and successful
administrative feature in one platform is interesting in its own way.
As an ‘all in one’ management software for schools, Edubold promises ease and comfort
not just for an organization but also for the students and parents. It rather works as a
unified system to meet the diverse demands of different people associated with an
educational institution. As Edubold steps ahead to streamline most of the management
functions in a school, it walks hand in hand with everyone associated with it.
The call for ‘mutual benefit’ is integral to the ethical beliefs of Edubold!

How Technology is Transforming the Face of Education System- Some
Facts!

More than

90% of school

About

administrators believe that the use of
technology in managing administrative
functions leads to effective results. Also, it
complements well with the higher
performance of students in a constructive
manner.

74% of administrators

support digital content. As said, it is a
brighter way to enhance the level of
engagement amidst staff, students and
parents. Digital content strives for clarity
in action.

According to
statistics shared by
‘Educators
Technology’

About

76% of teachers believe

in the ‘responsive’ merits of technology
(both for students and staff). According
to them, technology can play the role of
a motivator in streamlining important
management functions.

Yet only

About

77% teachers support the

use of technology in various endeavors
of management and teaching in school.
Change in any form; be it in teaching
style or managing administrative
function is always welcomed by
students.

21% of schools have adopted the various benefits of
technology in their management systems.

Manager’s Roles: The Viable Change in Concept!
The conventional role of the managing committee in a school is to take the responsibility
of planning the best ‘tomorrow’ for the students. In the course of making decisions, adding
suggestions and improving the face of the education system, the managing committee is
somehow responsible for the success or failure of the institution. While traditionally the
job role of managing committee was ceased within the parameters of ‘management’, today
it is more diversified with the addition of ‘adoption’. Putting it in simple words, it is to
answer the call of addition! What more can the system serve in the learning

platter of students? What makes an education system unique and distinct
from others?
The difference between the needs of Conventional and Modern Education

System:
Conventional Education System

Modern Education System

To impart education

To impart education with a distinctive
edge- acceptance for changing
technology and modern facet of society

To ensure best performance of
teachers and students

To ensure and monitor best performance
of teachers and students collectively!
Analyzing performance with the aid of
quick reports and statistics

Strives for nothing but pure
education

Utmost belief in ‘hard work’
for maintaining paper recordsa tiresome process.

Strives for the overall management and
grooming of student- from hostel to
transportation, fees, attendance and
performance management, everything
needs to be streamlined.
Acceptance for ‘smart work’ for
maintaining virtual records- the call for
multi-management tool for ensuring
clickable comfort is dear to integral
beliefs.

5 Important Ingredients for Constructive Management
There is no denying the fact- ensuring constructive management in a school is vital in its
own way! While the purpose of strengthening effective management in administrative
functions is self explanatory, one thing that needs understanding is the ingredients
required in forming a constructive base. As School ERP Software, Edubold promises the
successful accomplishment of 5 vital ingredients in the system:

Clarity
How about working on a system that informs
you about the correct path? A system where a
student knows the direct way of taking
admission, where the administrator can track
performances with a simple click, where
teachers can file attendance in a convenient
manner, and where all the other management
related tasks follow a ‘call-to-action’ approach!
Clarity is the key to effective managementwhen you know the process of doing a piece of
work, half of the work is already done!

Transparency
Secrecy is negative- it abides confusion and
frustration! How about using a system that
understands the basic requirement of ‘Transparency’
in every action? A system that enable a transparent
flow of administrative work, so that the students,
parents, and staff knows the ongoing activities in the
school! Transparency is an integral part of
constructive management as it induces clarity in
work. It is crucial because with the help of a
transparent approach, the staff, students and parents
can work on similar lines!

Communication
A School ERP system like Edubold strives for clarity
in communication among school management,
students and parents. Free communication is vital for
sustaining constructive ambiance in a system.
Edubold creates the bond of ‘commonness’ between
the people using it- it is this commonness that sets the
base for effective functioning. While the maximum
work of management is done with the help of the
software, most of the thoughts and related concerned
are freely communicated.

Discipline

Anything that is flexible and disorganized
cannot achieve discipline. For attaining the
constructive state of discipline, it is important
to follow a rigid set of action plan. As a school
ERP tool, Edubold sets a disciplined approach
for all. Be it the admission process or anything
related to accounting and payroll, the system
follows a defined protocol that has to be
accepted by all (management, students and
parents).

Cooperation

Communication, clarity, transparency and
discipline are only enabled with the aid of
‘Cooperation’. For making a system successful,
it is significant to understand the merits of
cooperation for the benefit of all. Edubold
invites the best call for cooperation among the
ongoing school staff, students and parents. While
following the path of constructive management,
cooperation/compassionate behavior is what that
sustains relationships in an organization.

The Benefits of using School ERP System

Scalability

Custom Relationship Management

Low Operational Cost

Easy Functional Additions

Quality Analysis

Quick Data Access

Demand Forecasting

Enhances Simplicity

Quick Reporting

Improved Inventory

Improvised Supply Chain

Regulatory Compliance

Data Quality

A School ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system like Edubold shares the ability to
provide quick updates, accurate information and valuable insight across the different
functions in an organization. Specifically meant for the education industry, Edubold
enables proactive access to automated admission procedure, fees submission, exam
scheduling, engaging with faculty, etc. to students. For the school administration, Edubold
strives for superior management of resources, crisp decision making, record maintenance
and self-service portal. It wouldn’t be wrong to declare Edubold as a ‘one-stop access
center’ for students, staff and parents.
In the gamut of diverse management needs, every school needs a solution that is costeffective and quality-packed at the same point in time. Edubold promises the best result
in four major divisions of education, finance, accounting and data management.

Time Management
In today’s fast moving world, time is nothing but money- sustaining this valuable
resource in the first and foremost duty of the school management! While most of the
schools face difficulty in managing time, few of them rely on smart ERP solutions to serve
the hour of need. Edubold plans for quick time management in school, so that
education never takes a setback in shaping the brighter future of students.
Staff Management
For any organization, manpower is indeed the most important resource! It becomes the
responsibility of a school to manage manpower in the form of maintaining staff records,
salary details, personal data, attendance statistics, fees records, student records,
maintenance facts, and so on. Edubold takes likeminded steps for nurturing your best
relationship with the manpower associated with your school.

Quality Management
Instability and inefficiency are two unavoidable factors that could bring disgrace to an
organization! While stability in maintaining records and procuring data is vital on one
end, enhancing speedy efficiency in each and every step in a must requirement. It is at
least critical to the overall performance of a school. With Edubold, we understand the
call of superior efficiency and stability in your institution. It is what you need for
maintaining the steady pace of success!
Environment Management
The burden of working in an uncertain system is not healthy for an organization! What is
the need of burdening your staff with uncalled management activities when you already
have the option of switching to more comfortable means? A happy working environment
that exhibits transparency for the healthy use of communication is always acceptable.
With Edubold, environment management is also looking at the broader picture of using
‘paperless’ technology!

To Summarize- How Edubold can be the Best Technological aid
to a school…!

User Friendly Approacheasy administration and
information gathering!
Unlimited Storage
of Data- for staff,
students to alumni!

Customized
solutions: easyto-use integrated
functionality.

Quick Updateseasy additions and
deletes!

Information
management- from
individual, collective
to group wise!

EduBold

Easy information
access- details data
and global access!

Multiple Functional
Approach-superior
admin control and secure
methodology!

A Product of
Indivar Software Solutions…!

